NO ASHES in CARTS!

Ashes from stoves, fireplaces & furnaces MUST NOT BE PLACED IN CARTS.
In addition, open rigid containers (such as pails or buckets) containing ashes WILL NOT BE COLLECTED.

*Emptying these carts and/or containers could cause a fire in the collection vehicle and pose a safety risk to collection drivers.*

- **COLD** ashes will be collected in a cardboard box or paper bag placed beside the **COMPOST** cart (which is outdoors and a minimum of five metres away from your building).
- **PLEASE NOTE:** Ashes containing metals, plastic, glass, or pressure-treated lumber should be placed in a cardboard box or transparent clear bag and placed beside the **WASTE** cart.

From the Provincial Fire Marshal:

- Ashes should be collected in a suitable **METAL CONTAINER** and temporarily *stored outdoors* to allow the ashes to become cold.
- On *collection day,* **COLD** ashes should be transferred to the appropriate container as per Waste Watch guidelines above.

ASHES SHOULD NEVER BE STORED INDOORS!
Keep ashes away from buildings and structures that could potentially cause a fire.